2 7 9 a r t I C l e S The ability to hold short term information in working memory underlies a range of core cognitive functions, including reasoning, planning and creative thinking 1,2 . vWM involves both holding and manipulating speech-specific content so that it can be accessed by higher-order cognitive functions 3 . These can include, but are not limited to, operations necessary to support language such as syntactic and semantic operations 4-7 , as well as vocabulary acquisition during development 2,8 . Patients with vWM impairments can have difficulty with syntactic operations that involve maintaining verbal items in vWM until they can be resolved. For instance, in sentences with centerembedded clauses such as 'The man that the women knew liked cake' , patients would have difficulty determining who liked cake 4,9 . Patients with vWM deficits can also show difficulty learning a foreign language, as they are unable to hold the phonological representation in vWM 10 . Notably, when machines process natural language input they also display difficulty with syntactic operations 11 , which could be due to the architecture of their working memory systems 12,13 and is an area in which rapid progress is being made 14 .
a r t I C l e S The ability to hold short term information in working memory underlies a range of core cognitive functions, including reasoning, planning and creative thinking 1, 2 . vWM involves both holding and manipulating speech-specific content so that it can be accessed by higher-order cognitive functions 3 . These can include, but are not limited to, operations necessary to support language such as syntactic and semantic operations [4] [5] [6] [7] , as well as vocabulary acquisition during development 2, 8 . Patients with vWM impairments can have difficulty with syntactic operations that involve maintaining verbal items in vWM until they can be resolved. For instance, in sentences with centerembedded clauses such as 'The man that the women knew liked cake' , patients would have difficulty determining who liked cake 4, 9 . Patients with vWM deficits can also show difficulty learning a foreign language, as they are unable to hold the phonological representation in vWM 10 . Notably, when machines process natural language input they also display difficulty with syntactic operations 11 , which could be due to the architecture of their working memory systems 12, 13 and is an area in which rapid progress is being made 14 .
The dominant view is that storage and manipulation are modular cognitive operations. Storing items in vWM involves both a sensory and a motor component. Baddeley's influential phonological loop model, for instance, postulates that storage involves an auditorybased phonological short term store that decays over time and a motor-based phonological output buffer that supports the maintenance of the phonological short term store via active motor-based rehearsal 2, 15, 16 . Other models similarly advocate that the storage and maintenance of vWM involves a tight interplay between separate phonological components for auditory input and production output [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
This modality-specific store is proposed to interact with a second module, the central executive system 2, 16 . Manipulation of the modalityspecific store by the central executive is necessary to support more abstract cognitive processing 2, [22] [23] [24] [25] . Despite broad acceptance of this view, the neural architecture of vWM remains unknown. Evidence for vWM modules comes primarily from patients with brain lesions that reveal patterns of specific behavioral impairments 26 . In contrast, noninvasive functional activations reported by hemodynamic studies have not been able to unambiguously assign a specific modular architecture to vWM [27] [28] [29] . In particular, the neural computations performed by the working memory modules, the timing of those computations and their role in successful performance remain unresolved.
To more clearly resolve the modular architecture of vWM, we measured electrocorticography (ECoG) directly from the surface of the brain while subjects performed a match-mismatch task requiring a remembered sensory-motor manipulation. The match-mismatch task required subjects to manipulate speech items in vWM by varying the mapping from an auditory sensory input to a speech motor output according to an abstract rule. This allowed us to define and separately examine storage and manipulation processes. Our results support previous models of storage: we found distinct sensory input and output processes, akin to a phonological input buffer and motor rehearsal components, respectively 16 . Unexpectedly, however, we found evidence for two manipulation processes. These manipulation processes operated concurrently but encoded information differently and predicted errors in task performance differently. These results divide vWM into multiple subsystems for storage and manipulation. a r t I C l e S
RESULTS
We recorded subdural ECoG neural signals from 8 patients (3 males; mean age 30 years; Supplementary Table 1 ) undergoing treatment for pharmacologically resistant epilepsy as they completed a matchmismatch task. In this task, the incoming speech stimuli consisted of two nonwords ('kig' and 'pob'), which were chosen to differ maximally on their articulatory dimensions 30 . Subjects received a visual cue 1.5 s before an auditory presentation of a nonword, which instructed them to follow one rule or a different rule after a variable delay (1.5 -2 s). On match trials, they were to say the nonword they had been presented with (i.e., say "kig" if they had heard "kig" and "pob" if they had heard "pob;" Fig. 1a ) after the go cue. On mismatch trials, they were to say the nonword they hadn't been presented with (i.e., say "kig" if they had heard "pob" and "pob" if they had heard "kig;" Fig. 1b ). By interleaving match and mismatch conditions trial-by-trial (Fig. 1a,b and Online Methods), we could assess the maintenance and manipulation processes in working memory. The match-mismatch task is similar in spirit to antisaccade tasks 31 and delayed pair association tasks 32, 33 . Despite the difficulty of the task, subjects performed the task correctly on 83% of trials. Errors were predominantly errors of omission in which subjects did not speak after the go cue (11%) instead of saying the incorrect nonword (6%; Supplementary Table 2 ).
Characterizing persistent delay activity
A prominent feature of neural activity during vWM is sustained, persistent activity during a remembered delay. To identify such persistent activity, we first performed a permutation test using the high gamma band neural response (70-160 Hz). Activity in this frequency range is associated with both the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response measured noninvasively and multiunit responses measured invasively 34, 35 . We compared activity during the baseline period (−2,000 ms to −1,500 ms before onset of the auditory stimulus; Fig. 1a,b) with activity during the delay period (1,000 ms-1,500 ms after onset; Fig. 1a,b ). Significant delay activity (P < 0.05; false discovery rate-corrected permutation test, P threshold = 0.01) was present for 7/8 subjects (36 total electrodes, 1-9 delay electrodes per subject, mean electrodes = 5; Fig. 1c,d) .
To isolate the underlying modules that may compose vWM, we used a functional localizer repetition task to isolate speech perception from production according to three response profiles (Online Methods) 36 . Auditory responses (29 total electrodes: 6 in left hemisphere (LH) and 23 in right hemisphere (RH)) were predominately located in the temporal cortex (21/29, 72%) . Production responses (43 total electrodes: 20 LH, 23 RH) were predominately located in the pre-and postcentral gyri and the parietal lobe (31/43, 63%). Sensory-motor (18 electrodes: 11 LH, 7 RH) were located in multiple sites (see Supplementary  Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 3 for electrode locations).
Since robust delay activity was generally not present during the repetition task, we assessed delay activity on the match-mismatch task, which presumably places a larger demand on vWM. We observed persistent delay activity in the responses of all three functional classes, as well as in an additional ten delay responses localized to the prefrontal cortex, which we termed 'Delay-only' and which were not associated with any of the auditory, production or sensory-motor functional classes described above ( Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3) . The response profiles were located in the same regions of the brain as their nondelay counterparts (6 Delay + auditory electrodes, 9 Delay + production electrodes and 10 Delay + sensory-motor electrodes; Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The remaining Delay-only electrodes did not detect activity indicating explicit sensory or motor properties, suggesting a role in more abstract functioning. These results, therefore, suggest that vWM may be composed of at least four subcomponents: auditory, production, sensory-motor and abstract.
Delay representation
While robust neural delay activity is present in each subsystem, it is unclear how each of the electrode classes represents information during the vWM task. We hypothesized that each electrode class would represent information during the sensory and motor epoch reflective of their functional localization 36 . Specifically, the Delay + auditory electrodes should detect activity demonstrating a sensory response that differentiates between the two sensory inputs regardless of the motor outputs (i.e., grouping kig to kig with kig to pob and pob to pob with pob to kig; Fig. 4a ). The Delay + production electrodes on the other hand, should detect activity demonstrating responses during the motor epoch that differentiate between the motor responses (i.e., grouping kig to kig with pob to kig and pob to pob with kig to pob; Fig. 4a ). The Delay + sensory-motor electrodes should detect activity Figure 1 Match-mismatch task. (a,b) Participants performed trials that were either in the match condition or mismatch condition. (a) In the match condition, subjects first saw a visual cue ('Match listen') and then 1.5 s later were presented with one of two words auditorily (kig or pob). After a delay (1.5-2 s), the participants saw another cue ('Speak'), which instructed them to say the nonwords they had heard (kig to kig and pob to pob). (b) In the mismatch condition, participants were presented with a different visual cue ('Mismatch listen'), which instructed them to speak the nonword they hadn't heard (kig to pob and pob to kig). This setup allowed us to isolate the sensory and motor processes and their activity during the delay period. Gray arrows indicate the average response times for match (832 ms) and mismatch (773 ms). (c) Electrodes detecting significant delay activity (1,000-1,500 ms after auditory onset; Online Methods) are denoted in purple and selectively localized to the prefrontal cortex (FDR-corrected P = 0.05). (d) The time course of delay activity at electrodes aligned to the auditory onset. Colors indicate task epochs. Note the elevated delay activity, as well as the activity in the sensory and motor epoch. Error values are s.e.m. of power across electrodes (n = 36 electrodes); one-sided FDR-corrected P < 0.05, P threshold = 0.01. a r t I C l e S demonstrating responses in both the sensory epoch and in the motor epoch, following sensory-motor transformations (Fig. 4a) . Lastly, if the prefrontal cortex electrodes were detecting activity representing the rule, then the neural response they detect should reflect a differentiation between the match (kig to kig and pob to pob) and mismatch (kig to pob and pob to kig) conditions (Fig. 4a) .
The neural responses in the sensory and motor epochs qualitatively followed the predictions. The Delay + auditory electrodes appeared to detect activity representing information in sensory space (Fig. 4b) , and the Delay + production electrodes appeared to detect activity representing information in motor space during the utterance (Fig. 4b) .
The Delay + sensory-motor electrodes detect activity displaying both sensory and motor responses (Fig. 4b) , and the Delay-only electrodes appeared to detect activity representing the rule. How this information is represented in vWM and how this information evolves over time, however, remain unclear.
To assess the information present in each subclass of neural delay activity, we trained a linear classifier on the singular value decomposition of the high gamma response (70-160 Hz). Using a leaveone-out validation method, we decoded the neural responses of each of the electrode categories as they evolved over time (Online Methods). The vWM information during the task can be encoded in at least four different kinds of classifier responses ( Fig. 5a) . A sensory classifier response would confuse trials in which the incoming sensory signal is the same regardless of the output (kig to kig with kig to pob and pob to pob with pob to kig; Fig. 5a ), whereas a motor classifier response would confuse trials with the same motor output (kig to kig with pob to kig and pob to pob with kig to pob; Fig. 5a ). A transformation classifier response would track both the incoming sensory signal and the motor output, forming an intermediate response that reflects both sensory and motor properties ( Fig. 5a ). Lastly, a rule-based classifier response would track the abstract rule and confuse trials within either match or mismatch conditions, regardless of the token presented ( Figs. 1a and 5a ). Analyzing these four response types therefore allowed us to decode the information present in different vWM components.
Each response model had support, and each subsystem represented vWM differently ( Fig. 5b) . To quantify how well each model described the responses, we performed a modified Kullback-Leibler analysis on the time-course of each vWM component (Online Methods). The Delay + auditory electrodes detect activity displaying delay representations consistent with their auditory representations ( Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). During the delay, Delay + production responses also found activity encoding the upcoming motor act ( Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). These responses differed from those detected by auditory and production electrodes that found no delay activity and no discernible representational information during the delay (Supplementary Fig. 4) . These responses were also insensitive to the manipulation demands of the task. Therefore, we propose that these two response profiles demonstrated the storage components of vWM during the match-mismatch task: a high gamma (≥70 Hz) neural response is seen in the auditory epoch as well as during the delay epoch. In an example Delay + production electrode (second row), significant neural activity is present in the delay and the production epoch (FDR-corrected P < 0.05, P threshold = 0.01). In an example Delay + sensory-motor electrode (third row), significant neural activity is seen in the auditory, delay and production epochs (FDR-corrected P < 0.05, P threshold = 0.01). Lastly, in an example Delay-only electrode (bottom row) delay activity is present along with an absence of activity in the auditory and motor epoch. Gray bar reflects the variable delay period (1.5-2 s after auditory onset). Example electrodes detecting no delay can be seen in Supplementary Figure 2a and locations of the electrodes can be seen in Supplementary Figure 2c . While representative, these kinds of neural responses can be seen across subjects ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
(b) Average high-gamma power traces (70-160 Hz) are shown for each electrode class as shown in a: Delay + auditory, Delay + production, Delay + sensory-motor and Delay-only. Gray arrows indicate the onset of the cue and average response time. Error values are s.e.m. of power across electrodes (Delay + auditory: n = 6 electrodes, Delay + production: n = 9, Delay + sensory-motor: n = 11, Delay-only: n = 10).
Delay + auditory
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Subdivisions of delay activity. (a) For each subject, we classified delay activity by a combination of an electrode's response to a localizer task (Online Methods) and the delay response during the sensory-motor mismatch task. Delay + auditory electrodes (green with purple outline) detected activity during the delay and auditory presentation of the nonword. Delay + production electrodes (blue with purple outline) detected activity during the delay and articulation of the utterance. Delay + sensory-motor electrodes (red with purple outline) detected activity during both the auditory presentation and the articulation. Delay-only electrodes (purple) detected activity during the delay but not the sensory or motor epoch. (b) Localization of electrodes with delay activity across subjects. Colors as in a. One-sided FDR-corrected P < 0.05, P threshold = 0.01. a r t I C l e S in that they store incoming or outgoing information during the delay, similarly to the phonological buffer and motor rehearsal stages 2, 16 .
We also observed responses that were sensitive to the manipulation demands of the task. The Delay + sensory-motor responses displayed a representation that evolved in time and changed from an auditory representation to a sensory-motor representation and finally to a production representation, consistent with a transformation of information required by the task (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). This dynamic transformation contrasted with the static representations of both the Delay + auditory and Delay + production responses (as well as the sensory-motor electrodes with no delay activity; Supplementary  Fig. 3) . The results indicate that the Delay + sensory-motor system reflected a vWM component that linked perceptual and motor delay processes. Delay-only responses demonstrated a different pattern and represented the abstract rule presented on each trial (i.e., match versus mismatch; Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). We noted that this rule representation was not present during the early auditory period ( Fig. 5c  and Supplementary Fig. 5 ) or the cue period (data not shown), indicating that this representation was not driven by the visual presentation of the cue itself. Instead, the timing of the rule representation coincided with the epoch just before and during the transformation in the Delay + sensory-motor responses, during which time information in vWM was likely being manipulated ( Fig. 5c and Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). This suggests that there was a tight interplay between manipulation systems. This result supports theories that posit that the prefrontal cortex is involved in manipulation of items as opposed to their storage [37] [38] [39] .
Error analysis
We next sought to elucidate the storage and manipulation components required for vWM by analyzing neural responses on trials in which subjects failed to complete the task correctly. Most error trials were ones in which the subject did not register a response (Supplementary Table 2 ). We trained a two-way linear classifier on the singular value decomposition of the high gamma neural activity at each of the delay electrode types (Delay + auditory , Delay + production, Delay + sensory-motor and Delay-only) on trials in which the task was performed correctly and on the error trials in which no response was made. Note that during the task subjects were being closely monitored for task engagement. Consequently, errors or omissions during task completion likely reflect internal rather than external factors.
Analyzing errors let us separate out the processes associated with perception from those due to vWM production because subjects heard the sounds but did not speak. As expected, activity detected by both the Delay + sensory-motor and the Delay + production electrodes could successfully decode utterances versus no utterances as measured by false discovery rate-corrected chi-square tests (Delay + production − Early Motor epoch, χ 1 = 6.54; Delay + sensory-motor − Early Motor epoch, χ 1 = 14.04; P threshold = 0.02; Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, during the delay, activity at all four electrode classes could distinguish between responses and no responses (Delay + auditory, χ 1 = 7.8; Delay + production, χ 1 = 5.98; Delay + sensory-motor, χ 1 = 5.42; Delay-only, χ 1 = 8.13; P threshold = 0.02; Fig. 6 ). This suggests that on trials when subjects made errors, the incoming sensory stimuli was not entering the vWM subcomponents.
To more directly test whether putative modules for manipulation were distinct, we asked when during each trial we could predict a failure of vWM task performance. During the sensory epoch, the Delay+ sensory-motor group was the only electrode class at which activity was able to distinguish between successful and error trials (χ 1 = 7.72, P threshold = 0.02; Fig. 6 ). Successful decoding was also present in the cue period and was present in both manipulation systems (Delay + sensory-motor and Delay-only; χ 1 = 11.71 and χ 1 = 8.69, respectively; P threshold = 0.02; Fig. 6 ). Even during the baseline before the cue had been presented, neural activity at both the Delay + sensory-motor and Delay-only electrodes could predict the success or failure of an upcoming utterance (χ 1 = 8.07 and χ 1 = 7.04, respectively; P threshold = 0.02). Thus both manipulation systems, but not the storage systems, demonstrated an early role in the ability to remembered phonological input manipulate successfully, and each manipulation system represented a distinct modularity, as shown by the different error patterns.
DISCUSSION
Here we decoded the contents of vWM using neural recordings from the brain surface of patients performing a match-mismatch task. We colocalized four different response types involving persistent activity. These responses were associated with speech perception, production, sensory-motor transformation and rule-related processing. Storage appeared to be supported by persistent perceptual-and production-related processes. By contrast, manipulation appeared to be performed by distinct sensory-motor transformation and abstract rule processes. One manipulation process in the prefrontal a r t I C l e S cortex encoded the abstract rule independently of the stimulus. Notably, this response was engaged only after the presentation of the stimulus, suggesting an active role in manipulation. The second manipulation process was reflected in a sensory-motor transformation system whose activity appeared to track the transformation of information from sensory to motor representations. Activity in both the storage (phonological input buffer and motor rehearsal) and manipulation (abstract and sensory-motor) systems predicted errors during the delay period. However, only the manipulation processes distinguished between utterances and nonutterances before the phonological input had been presented. These results support earlier work proposing that vWM is composed of multiple storage processes and extend this to demonstrate that at least two separable components also comprise manipulation.
Components of storage functions
We found two kinds of persistent activity whose properties were consistent with a storage function. During the delay, the input properties of the phonological stimulus were statically encoded by the Delay + auditory responses and the upcoming utterance was statically encoded by the Delay + production responses. Since these representations were static and did not change over time, the manipulation of phonological input to guide the response could not be directly attributed to these responses. Furthermore, the responses on error trials revealed storage functions: both Delay + auditory and Delay + production responses clearly predicted failures to respond during the delay, consistent with a maintenance role. Notably, Delay + auditory responses did not distinguish between successful and unsuccessful trials during the sensory period, suggesting that the initial sensory component of this system passively tracked the incoming auditory input. Also, not surprisingly, the Delay + production responses clearly revealed the failure to respond following the go cue, consistent with the lack of maintenance of a motor plan. These results were consistent with previous models that posit that storage is composed of a phonological input buffer and a motor rehearsal system 2, 16 . The auditory input buffer was reflected in activity at the Delay + auditory electrodes, where the information is encoded in the incoming phonological space. Activity at the Delay + production and actual tokens presented (y axis) with their input sensory equivalent (left: e.g., kig to kig is confused with kig to pob); a motor model in which the classifier confuses the output production equivalent (left middle: e.g., confusing kig to kig with pob to kig); a sensory-motor model in which all four sensory-motor mapping conditions are decoded separately in a sensory-motor representation (right middle); and a rule model in which the abstract rule is encoded regardless of token (right). (b) Example confusion matrices show that all four response classes were obtained when applied to the subprocesses of vWM. (c) The strength of each model was assessed for each electrode response category in each temporal epoch using a false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected normalized Kullback-Leibler index (KLn; one-sided FDR-corrected P < 0.05 P threshold = 0.005). Time periods are noted on the x axis: early auditory (early aud, 0-750 ms after auditory onset), late auditory (late aud, 750-1,000 ms after auditory onset), delay (1,000-1,500 ms after auditory onset), late delay (500-0 ms before go cue), early production (early prod, 0-500 ms after go cue) and late production (late prod, 500-1,000 ms after go cue). a r t I C l e S electrodes reflected a rehearsal system that could underlie the cycling of the motor output plan. Taken together, therefore, we propose that these two components appeared to maintain static input and output, respectively, and so are consistent with a storage system.
Components of verbal manipulation: rule processing and sensory-motor processing
Manipulation also appeared to be carried out by two separate systems: Delay-only and Delay + sensory-motor, but these responses appeared to be distinct from the maintenance of incoming phonological input and motor output.
The Delay-only responses, localized to the prefrontal cortex, appeared to reflect the application of the abstract rule required to perform the necessary transformation during the delayed sensory-motor task. These responses appeared in an abstract system. They did not encode the identity of the phonological input or the motor response and cannot have reflected phonological input or motor rehearsal. Neural activity present in this abstract response encoded the rule and so may instead reflect storage of the rule. The presence of activity at these prefrontal sites that predicted failures to respond during the cue delay period was consistent with failures on those trials associated with storage of the rule. We also propose that the prefrontal cortex responses were not involved in rule storage alone, due to the temporal properties of its coding. When the initial visual stimulus that indicated what condition the subjects were in (Fig. 1) was presented, prefrontal activity did not demonstrate discernible rule selectivity during either the early auditory period (Fig. 5c) or the initial cue period (data not shown). These temporal properties meant that the Delay-only responses did not maintain a static representation of the rule following the visual cue and so cannot be interpreted as solely due to storage of the rule. Furthermore, the prediction of the failure to respond was not present in the interval between the initial cue-encoding and the delay activity. This also indicated that a failure to respond began as a failure to initially encode the rule. We propose that the Delay-only responses appeared to be involved in processing necessary to support manipulation: they did not encode the rule until after the early auditory period. The rule encoding was present only when phonological input was being manipulated to support subsequent motor output.
The sensory-motor responses also appeared to be best considered as a component of the manipulation process. Persistent activity in the Delay + sensory-motor responses displayed dynamic coding properties from sensory to sensory-motor and finally to motor-based representations. The dynamic coding properties indicated that these responses were not simply involved in maintenance because did do not strictly store either incoming or outgoing information. The sensorymotor system has the properties necessary to link the phonological input buffer to the motor rehearsal system through a transformation in representational coordinates from sensory to sensory-motor and finally to motor. Notably, the onset of rule selectivity in the Delay-only responses coincided with the initial change in representation present in the sensory-motor system. Furthermore, the successful classification of failure to respond based on activity in the sensory epoch at the Delay + sensory-motor electrodes indicated that the sensory-motor system was active rather than passive and that processing of the incoming information was not automatic. A striking aspect of the Delay + sensory-motor responses during trials in which there was a failure to respond is that they could be distinguished throughout the trial, even before the phonological input. This was not true for any other response profile and indicated that the sensory-motor system was involved in setting up the manipulation of phonological input rather than merely reflecting its transformation. The successful classification during the cue period for both the Delay + sensory-motor and abstract rule-encoding system argues for a privileged role for these two components of the manipulation systems as they initially processed the rule.
Storage and manipulation interactions
Our results suggest that both the storage and manipulation components of vWM are active and not a direct or mandatory consequence of sensory processing. This is in contrast to theories proposing that vWM is an automatic process associated with perception 6 . While these results demonstrate activity associated with sensory, motor and sensory-motor processing, it is still unclear how these systems interact with each other. Baddeley 2, 16 , for instance, proposed that vWM was composed of two components: an auditory-based phonological short term store that decays over time and a motor-based phonological output buffer that supports the maintenance of the phonological short term store via rehearsal. The interaction between these two components is therefore the maintenance of the phonological store via a motor-based rehearsal. The sensory-motor system may reflect the transformation of information and may be involved in the persistent maintenance of items in vWM. The state of the sensory-motor system, be it phonological input or articulatory output, may be updated according to the activation of the articulatory rehearsal and the phonological buffer. Studying neural activity during longer delays (30 s or more) could assess this putative mechanism.
Input-output buffers
Evidence for the existence of a phonological short-term store comes from three main sources. Behavioral results demonstrate that words with similar phonological structure (for example, car, cab, cat) are more difficult to maintain than words with dissimilar phonological a r t I C l e S structure (for example, hit, bite, rat 40 ). Clinically, patients with lesions in the posterior temporal and inferior parietal lobes have demonstrated deficits associated with vWM than cannot be attributed to impaired analysis of incoming sensory information or outgoing articulation 41 . Lastly, functional imaging studies have implicated portions of the parietal 27, 29 and posterior temporal cortices 19, 42, 43 as potential substrates for vWM. Hickok, Buchsbaum and Humphries 19 have shown that regions in the posterior temporal region are active during both a sensory period and a maintenance period, suggesting a degree of overlap between the sensory-input systems and the working-memory delay activity. This discrete compartmentalization contrasts with models that posit a more distributed localization for the components of vWM (ref. 44) .
Evidence for the usage of the articulatory system for maintenance comes from behavioral results that indicate a small drop in performance if the articulatory system is being used for something else during the short retention period (articulatory suppression) 15, 45 . What is unclear in this model is how the motor-based rehearsal interacts with the phonological store.
Sensory-motor working memory
Recent models have proposed that the sensory-motor system underlies vWM 17, 18, 20, 21, 43 . Specifically, transforming a sensory-based coordinate system to a motor-based coordinate system creates the representation of vWM. Jacquemot and Scott 17 propose that vWM operates using three separate subsystems: a phonological input buffer that converts sensory information into sensory and/or phonological representations: a phonological output buffer that converts motorbased phonological information into motor output and an operation or system to convert between the two phonological systems. The cycling of this conversion underlies vWM. Buchsbaum, Hickok and Humphries 43 instead posit that the input and output phonological systems partially overlap in the left inferior parietal lobe and posterior temporal lobe. This overlapping cortex mediates between sensory areas (temporal lobe) and motor areas (inferior frontal, premotor and motor cortex). vWM is thereby mediated by this shared phonological system.
The present study supports elements of both classes of model. We found that sensory systems that display delay activity encoded speech elements in sensory space, that production delay responses encoded information about the upcoming motor act and that the sensorymotor system encoded a dynamic transformative representation from sensory to sensory-motor and finally to production. Our work therefore supports the Jacquemot and Scott model through the presence of these three systems, as well as the Buchsbaum, Hickok and Humphries model, which proposes that the sensory-motor system underlies the intersection of the input and output phonological systems.
What remains unclear is the degree to which the Delay + auditory activity and the Delay + production activity reflected phonological input and phonological output information, respectively. While the Delay + auditory responses displayed representations consistent with incoming sensory information, the level of abstraction within this representation is unclear. The same is true of the Delay + production responses. It is possible that each of these response categories reflected multiple levels of abstraction and was only bound by their relationship to either the input or the output.
A similar issue relates to the Delay + sensory-motor responses. While we demonstrated that there is a translation between sensory and motor-based representations during vWM, the exact nature of the coordinate space in the input, output and transformation is not yet known. As in the auditory and production systems, there may be multiple levels of abstraction bound together by a transformation.
We have analyzed persistent delay-period activity to demonstrate a parcellation of vWM. We showed that there is an input sensory buffer that maintained information in sensory space as well as an output buffer that represented information in motor space, similar to the canonical models for vWM 2, 16 . We also showed, however, that there were multiple subsystems that comprised the central executive: a sensory-motor-based system that was responsible for transforming phonological sensory input into motor output and a prefrontal-based abstract-rule system that encoded higher-order rules. Combined, these systems underlie the storage and manipulation of stored phonological input for articulatory motor output in vWM.
A recent study using the same behavioral tasks as the current study demonstrates a bilateral locus for sensory-motor transformations for speech 36 . Our work built upon and departed from that work by focusing on persistent delay activity to assess the neural organization of vWM. We showed that delay responses in the sensory-motor system appeared to be crucial for vWM processing and revealed a manipulation process distinct from sensory and motor storage functions. However, since the spatial sampling of ECoG recordings remains sparse, we cannot make strong anatomical statements about the localization of the different components of vWM.
Other aspects of working memory While we highlighted the manipulation and storage systems, other systems may also be important to vWM. A great deal of work supports a role for attention and cognitive control in WM function 46 . How the different components of WM are related and how they interact remain unclear. For example, the manipulation system we demonstrated shares similarities to cognitive control, given the localization to the prefrontal cortex; further work is needed to establish the nature of any link. The results of the error analysis also suggest a role for attention in vWM. Since the neural response could not significantly differentiate between success and error trials during the sensory period but could during the delay period in all electrode classes, vWM could be contingent on attention. This interpretation is further supported by the ability to differentiate successful trials in the cue period but only for the two classes of activity that formed the manipulation system. While this latter result suggests that attention was necessary to encode the rule, the former result suggests that perhaps-like the spatial working memory system-vWM and speech or auditory attention share a common neural substrate 47 .
We should also emphasize that we explicitly defined vWM activity according to trial-averaged neural responses recorded at the cortical surface. Additional analysis investigating the underlying nature of persistent activity is warranted. In particular, while single neurons can show clear sustained responses on single trials 48 , the picture of delay period activity obtained by analyzing single neuron activity on single trials can significantly differ from that obtained by the trial-averaged responses 49, 50 . In particular, responses that are transient on single trials can appear sustained after trial-averaging. Furthermore, since the high-gamma neural responses we analyzed closely relate to multiunit activity 35 , different single neurons could code different temporal components of vWM. An important topic for future work, therefore, involves analyzing the single-trial properties of delay-period responses measured at the cortical surface and, when possible, within the brain. This analysis will be critical to understanding the extent to which the ability of vWM to bridge events in time arises from the persistent dynamics of neural activity and not necessarily sustained responses. a r t I C l e S METHODS Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the paper.
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the online version of the paper.
ONLINE METHODS
Participants. We obtained electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings from eight human patients undergoing clinically motivated subdural recordings for treatment for pharmacologically resistant epilepsy (2 males, mean age 30, age range 17-44; Supplementary Table 1 ). Recordings were done at the New York University School of Medicine Comprehensive Epilepsy Center. Informed consent was obtained from each patient in accordance with the Institutional Review Board at the New York University Langone Medical Center. Patients were selected based on neuropsychological testing results and were within the normal limits for cognitive and language abilities (Supplementary Table 1) . Electrodes within the seizure onset zone were not analyzed.
Behavioral task and recordings. All behavioral recordings were done via on a computer on the service tray of a hospital bed using Presentation Software (NeuroBehavioral Systems). Audio recordings were obtained using a computer microphone and were synched to the onset of the go cue.
All participants completed a match-mismatch task in which the incoming speech stimuli consisted of two nonwords (kig and pob) that were chosen to differ maximally on their articulatory dimensions 30 . Subjects received a visual cue ('match listen' or 'mismatch listen') 1.5 s before an auditory presentation of a nonword. After a variable delay (1.5-2 s), they were instructed via another visual cue ('speak') to say either the nonword they had been presented with (match; kig to kig and pob to pob') or the nonword they had not been presented with (mismatch; kig to pob and pob to kig). In this way, we could separately assess the sensory, motor and sensory-motor contributions (Fig. 1a,b) . The total number of trials presented ranged from 256 to 309.
To further clarify the role of sensory, motor and sensory-motor processing and their roles in vWM, we had each subject carry out a localizer task in which seven CVC tokens ('hit' , 'heat' , 'hat' , 'hoot' , 'hot' , 'het' and 'hut') were presented auditorily and had to be repeated following a short delay. Subjects were presented with a visual cue ('listen') 1.5 s before the presentation of a CVC. After a short delay, another visual cue instructed them to either repeat ('speak'; listen-speak) or mime ('mime'; move their articulators to mouth the words but without vocal cord vibrations; listen-mime) the CVC. Using these two conditions, we were able to ensure that we were measuring the neural activity associated with motor production and not simply the neural activity associated with the auditory processing of the participant's own voice. A third condition contained a different initial visual cue (': = :'), which instructed subjects to simply listen to the word (listen). This task was completed in separate blocks between blocks of the main task, and the range of trials presented to each subject was 252 to 315. Within each block (localizer and match-mismatch) trials were randomized across conditions. neural recordings and preprocessing. Electroencephalographic (ECoG) activity was recorded from intracranially implanted subdural electrodes (AdTech Medical Instrument Corp.) in patients undergoing monitoring as part of treatment for pharmacologically resistant epilepsy. Electrode placement was clinically selected to localized seizure activity and eloquent tissue during stimulation mapping. Recordings included grid (8 × 8 contacts), depth (1 × 8 contacts) and strip (1 × 4 to 1 × 12 contacts) electrode arrays. Each electrode had a diameter of 4 mm (2.3 mm exposure), and the space between electrodes was 6 mm (10 mm center to center). Neural signals were recorded on a 128-channel Nicolet One EEG system with a sampling rate of 512 Hz and bandpass filtered between 0.5 and 250 Hz. Line-noise filtering centered at 60, 120 and 180 Hz was also performed offline. electrode localization and surface generation. Electrode localization was done by first obtaining both pre-and postsurgical T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans from each patient. These images were then coregistered with each other 51 and then normalized to an MNI-152 template. Electrode locations were then extracted in MNI space using the coregistered image. A threedimensional reconstruction of each participant's brain was used to generate data analysis. Spectral analysis. Spectral decomposition was carried out using a multitaper spectral analysis 53 using a 500-ms analysis window with ±5-Hz smoothing and 50-ms stepping between spectral estimates. Trials were removed from the analysis if they exceeded 8 s.d. from the mean across the trial pool. Noisy channels were also removed via visual inspection.
Delay analysis. Delay activity was analyzed by comparing the high gamma power (70-160 Hz) during the delay period of the match-mismatch task (1-1.5 s after auditory onset) with the power before the visual cue (−2 to −1.5 s after auditory onset). Statistical significance was computed using a 10,000-iteration one-sided permutation test. Significance was corrected to an alpha level of 0.05 using a false discovery rate procedure (one-sided FDR-corrected, P < 0.05 − P Threshold = 0.01; ref. 54).
Localizer task and electrode categorization. For the localizer test, neural data (70-160 Hz; high gamma band) was analyzed in either the auditory epoch (250-750 ms after auditory onset) or the production epoch (500-1,000 ms after the go cue) for all three task conditions (listen-speak, listen-mime and listen) and the same permutation test was used as in the match-mismatch task. Auditory electrodes were defined as electrodes that detected significant activations in the auditory epoch in all three task conditions. Production electrodes were defined as electrodes that detected neural activity in the production epoch in both the listen-speak and listen-mime conditions. Sensory-motor electrodes were defined as electrodes that detected significant neural activity in both the auditory and production epochs.
The localizer task was used to define the subsets of delay activity electrodes. Delay + auditory electrodes were electrodes that were defined as auditory electrodes using the localizer task and had delay activity present in the match-mismatch task. Likewise, Delay + production electrodes were defined as production electrodes in the localizer task and had delay activity in the match-mismatch task, and Delay + sensory-motor electrodes were defined as sensory-motor electrodes in the localizer task and had delay activity in the match-mismatch task. The remaining delay electrodes that were localized to the prefrontal cortex were categorized as Delay-only.
Representation/classifier analysis. To track the temporal evolution of the representations within each class of electrode, we first divided each of the six electrode categories into six time epochs of interest: early auditory (0-750 ms after auditory onset), late auditory (750-1,000 ms after auditory onset), delay (1,000-1,500 ms after auditory onset), late delay (500-0 ms before go cue), early production (0-500 ms after go cue) and late production (500-1,000 ms after go cue). Since the delay was randomized between 1.5 and 2 s, on some trials there was some overlap in time between the early and late delay periods.
We used a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classification algorithm performed on the single value decomposition (SVD; 15 components) of the high gamma neural response activity (70-160 Hz) for each electrode category during each time epoch. Validation was performed using a leave-one-out validation method. To avoid overfitting due to within-trial noise correlations, we also shuffled the trial order within our training and testing set. An equal number of trials per condition and electrode were used for the training set. One hundred iterations of classification were performed for each epoch and electrode category. The percentage of trials in which the neural response from an actual condition (vertical axis) was decoded as a particular condition (horizontal axis) to generate the confusion matrices, depicted in Figure 5a ,b. The four trial conditions (kig to kig, pob to pob, kig to pob, pob to kig) yielded a 4 × 4 confusion matrix.
The predictions for these confusion matrices varied according to the neural process being represented, and the templates for these predictions are illustrated in Figure 5a . An auditory representation would represent the auditory input and therefore confuse kig to kig with kig to pob and pob to pob with pob to kig. A production representation would track the production response and confuse kig to kig with pob to kig and pob to pob with kig to pob. Lastly, a sensory-motor representation should track both the input and the output and therefore not confuse any of the conditions with each other (Fig. 5a) .
In order to assess significance of these classification patterns, we first assessed performed a permutation test by creating a surrogate distribution for each electrode category and each of the six time epochs, by shuffling the classifier training set. Significance was then empirically assessed by comparing the actual classification values to the surrogate distribution. The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 5b .
To further assess the quality of each of the model predictions and relate the support for each model to the classifier results, we used the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which quantifies the amount of information lost in bits when Q (the model) is used to approximate P (the data):
